
RECIPE BOOK TOOL KIT

A Tool For Building Your Personalized Healthy Recipe Stash

By Julie Cottrell, MS, RD, LD

Having an organized way to store your favorite recipes can be quite helpful. Some people like to store

them digitally, while others prefer a printed version. And some of us like BOTH of these!

DIGITAL RECIPE STORAGE

Pinterest is a good way to store recipes in a digital format. You simply create “boards” where

you pin your recipes as you find them. If you don’t have a Pinterest account, this may be

something to explore. This system works as long as the recipes you find can be “pinned”.

You could also use various Google Doc apps. I like “Google Keep” where you can simply create a

labeled note (like “Healthy Dinner Meals”) and then add links to that note as you find them.

This works great as long as there is a link available to the recipe.

PRINTED RECIPE STORAGE

If you are a person who enjoys a printed version of recipes, this RECIPE BOOK TEMPLATE is for you!!

Use the chart below to see the supplies needed to create the foundation for your personalized stash of

healthy recipes.

TOOLS FOR BUILDING YOUR HEALTHY RECIPE STASH

3-RING BINDER 1-inch in thickness should work great! Examples here.

RECIPES Use ones printed from www.directaccess.md/healthyeating, plus others you love.

PLASTIC PAGE

PROTECTORS

These will protect your printed copies. They can easily be

wiped clean if you get food on them while cooking.

DIVIDER TABS Divider tabs can help you sort and file recipes by category.

It’s up to you to decide what categories to use.

COVER SHEET If your notebook has a spot for a cover insert, print this out

(or make your own!) so you will know that this is your

HEALTHY RECIPE STASH, now and forevermore!
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https://www.amazon.com/3-ring-binder/s?k=3+ring+binder
http://www.directaccess.md/healthyeating
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=page+protectors+for+3+ring+binder&crid=1I74UC06NU48B&sprefix=page+%2Caps%2C279&ref=nb_sb_ss_ts-doa-p_1_5
https://www.amazon.com/s?k=divider+tabs&crid=2PHOVWVZEIHT&sprefix=divider+tab%2Caps%2C273&ref=nb_sb_noss_2
https://docs.google.com/document/d/1HiNmtD_XFIFYEwAtxkWYTixmZKspAngtr1c8SFMrjno/edit?usp=sharing
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ADDITIONAL TIPS FOR USING THE RECIPE SECTION @www.directaccess.md/healthyeating

❖ Recipes are grouped into categories for easier use.

❖ The “Starter Recipe Set” is a good place to begin your journey. Just focus on these recipes and pick

a few you would like to try. You can view this document online or print it out.

❖ The “Meal Planning Template” is a tool you can print out and use to brainstorm your meals for the

week. Some people like to organize their week in this way.

❖ Browse recipes by category to find ones you would like to try. When you see one you like, write the

name of it on your weekly meal plan (if you are using this tool).

PRINTING RECIPES FOR YOUR NOTEBOOK:

❖ Some recipes are part of a set (e.g., “Breakfast and Brunch”) and cannot be printed out

individually. You can print just the page your chosen recipe is on or print the entire document.

❖ Some recipes are found by clicking on a link, which will take you to a different website. Many of

these sites have a “Jump to Recipe” button you can click once you get there; you can then choose

to print just the recipe.

➢ While it is tempting to jump straight to the recipe, please note that you can find lots of

other useful information, including pictures, tips, videos (sometimes) and serving

suggestions..

➢ These authors love what they do, and their tips are usually quite helpful!

➢ If you love their recipes, some of them have books you may be interested in as well

(especially if you are a person who loves pictures and a printed copy!)

➢ Place the printed recipe in a notebook (if it turns out to be one you like) so you can

easily access it again. In this way, you will build your own recipe stash over time.

❖ Make notes on your printed recipe of ways you’d like to change the recipe to suit your tastes, or

note which items you like to serve it with. This makes it easier to use in the future!

KETO/LOW-CARB:

Many of these recipes are very low-carb (also referred to as “keto” by some of the authors) - but

don’t let that scare you!! “Keto” is often the same as “low carb”. Reducing carbs (at least a little) is

beneficial to most people. To reduce carbs, recipes may use riced cauliflower in place of rice, for

example. You may use real rice if you so choose - it depends on your carb goals, health goals, etc.

Adjust recipes as needed to accommodate your own preferences.

FAT CONTENT:

For recipes that are a little higher in fat (often due to ingredients like heavy cream), you may

substitute with half-n-half or an unsweetened nut milk to reduce the total amount of fat. There’s

never a need to use a ton of fat in our meals - but do use enough to add appropriate flavor and to

promote satiety! This is where some “keto” folks go wrong, is by going a little overboard with fat at

times. Also, if you ever see a recipe that calls for ingredients like canola or vegetable oil, use your good

judgment and replace it with a healthier fat option as shown in our “Healthy Fats” PDFs.

Have fun, open your mind to new things, and enjoy this culinary adventure!
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